
 
Roman Kepczyk Expands Role with Right Networks  

as Director of Firm Technology Strategy 
 

HUDSON, N.H (November 2, 2018) – Accounting technology leader Roman Kepczyk, recently named to 
Accounting Today’s list of Top 100 Influential People for the 13th year, has expanded his role with Right 
Networks as Director of Firm Technology Strategy.  

Kepczyk, a veteran of Xcentric, which was acquired by Right Networks in 2017, has spent more than 30 
years helping firms throughout North America effectively use information technology and accounting 
applications to optimize their tax, audit and administrative production workflows. He will extend that 
expertise in an expanded role with Right Networks focused on both continuing to guide the firms on their 
journey to the cloud and providing firm input to inform the evolution of Right Networks offers.   

“Technology advances related to the cloud, big data analytics, and integrated software applications are 
creating tremendous workflow efficiencies, allowing accountants the opportunity to improve firm 
production, as well as assume advisory roles,” said Kepczyk. “My goal with Right Networks is to help firms 
navigate, and benefit from, these advances while taking their feedback as crucial input to the evolution of 
the Right Networks offer roadmap.”  

Kepczyk was named by INSIDE Public Accounting as one of the profession’s Most Recommended 
Consultants for each of the years from 2005 through 2017, and CPA Practice Advisors Top 25 Thought 
Leaders from 2011 through 2018. He is also an Advisory Board Member to the CPA Firm Management 
Association (formerly the Association for Accounting Administration) and has served on the Board of 
Directors of the Arizona Society of CPAs. On a technical level, Kepczyk is an AICPA Certified Information 
Technology Professional (CITP) and a Certified Lean Six Sigma Black Belt (LSS BB).  

“Roman is a technology and accounting expert of the highest level and Right Networks is extremely 
fortunate to have him on our team,” said Joel Hughes, CEO of Right Networks. “Beyond his expertise, he 
possesses a genuine enthusiasm for the profession and a customer-centric approach, making him an 
invaluable resource to our clients.”  

About Right Networks 
Right Networks is the leading provider of cloud-based accounting and business solutions for CPA firms, 
accounting professionals and small to medium businesses who want to gain all the benefits of cloud-
based applications without needing to replace what they use today. The Right Networks cloud combines 
advanced, highly-available technology with 24x7x365, U.S. based phone, email and chat support to 
deliver an always accessible service experience, allowing customers to focus on growing their businesses. 

Visit https://www.rightnetworks.com/ to learn more about the company’s solution, pricing and available 
plans. 
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